actually hyperedges -we shall simplify the problem by restricting our attention to wires connecting pairs of terminals. It is quite likely that our techniques apply directly to problems allowing multiterminal wires (nets). Placement and routing problems are notoriously difficult. A large number of such problems have been shown to be NP-complete. Even for two-point nets, the problem of interconnecting terminals when a layout is specXed turns out to be extremely difficult. As a consequence of this and related difficulties, some design methodologies have stressed tcxhniques to simplify the ensuing placement and routing problems. me method of EiristlsBlodrs [Jl typically yields routing problems which can be solved on one layer; the required routing turns out to be planar. This kind of uossoverfree wiring is called river routing.
received a good deal of attention during the last few years. A common design methodology is to assign placements, i.e. physical locations, to modules, which are predesigned circuit components. "he task of interconneaing them is then a routing problem. A completed layout of the circuit must specify where wires are placed.
Wves must interconnect the modules correctly, and satisfy the We follow the standard formalizations used to specify the problem. Modules are assumed to have their connection points, called terminah, located only along their boundary. We take the typical idealization of real design rules, which requires wires to be composed of rectilinear segments whose endpoints lie on an integer lattice. Wves have a width of zero. Modules are taken to be rectilinear rectangles, with m e r s (and terminals) located on the lattice. Neighboring wires on the same layer must be separated by at least unit distance, lest they short out. Although wires generally connect more than two points -in graph theoretic terms, they are actually hyperedges -we shall simplify the problem by restricting our attention to wires connecting pairs of terminals. It is quite likely that our techniques apply directly to problems allowing multiterminal wires (nets).
Placement and routing problems are notoriously difficult. A large number of such problems have been shown to be NP-complete. Even for two-point nets, the problem of interconnecting terminals when a layout is specXed turns out to be extremely difficult. As a consequence of this and related difficulties, some design methodologies have stressed tcxhniques to simplify the ensuing placement and routing problems. me method of EiristlsBlodrs [Jl typically yields routing problems which can be solved on one layer; the required routing turns out to be planar. This kind of uossoverfree wiring is called river routing.
River routing problems have also been extensively studied; see, that "simple" placement problems for river routing are NPcomplete. Ip] shows that virtually any other minimally constrained routing/placement problem is NP-complete, even when restricted to river routing. In [PI, the complexity question for one problem WBS left open. That problem, called Detailed Routing given a Homotopy @RH), is interesting both in terms of genuine applications, and in its own right, since any less restricted ("natural") variation is NPcomplete.
Instemr: A placement of a set of rectangular modules within a bounding box, numbered terminals on the modules' boundaries, and a homotopy (rough routing) speclficaton for each net. @cation: Is there a onelayer detailed routing for this amfiguration that conforms to the dven homotopy?
Problems of layout for very large scale integration design rules.
for inst-, m, PKssul, PI, [SDI, [PI, [SI, [BPI, M. [SI shows In [PI, 'Ihe idea of a homotopy is that wires are ~eprexnted by elastic curves. From a homotopic Viewpoint, the wires can be stretched, translated or otherwise deformed as long as module boundaries are not aossed, and the wire endpoints remain fiid. In this sense, the wires may go every which way; their exact path is completely free except for the constraints imposed by the design rules and the f i e d modules. We call the "elastic" curve connecting a pair of terminals a wiring parh.
A detailed routing solving this problem is literally a set of lattice points paths, where each path connects tlhe same terminals as its corresponding "elastic" wire. mere are three requirements for a path to be a legal wire. F i t , it must be connezted, that is, it must be a sequence of lattice consecutive points (i.e. separated by unit distance on the lattice). Second, the wire must be homotopic to its wiring path. 'Ihird, different wires must not touch. (The lattice restriction implies that rectilinear wires are then at least unit distance apart.) Figure 1 . A sample DRH problem
Results
We show that DRH can be solved quite efficiently. In contrast, we remark that if the requirement of fiied module placements is relaxed even slightly, then the problem b-es NPcomplete [SI. For example, if modules are givien placements which are fixed up to a possible unit translation in the x and y directions, then the problem is NP-complete.
Our techniques are of interest because they turn out to require a blend of computational geometry and homotopic constructs. In section 2, we give a fonnal proof that the problem can be solved in O((m+n)2) queries to a suitable data base of homotopy information, where n is the number of tenninals in the problem, and m is the number of modules. It will be clear that the queries can be answered in polynomial time. In section 3 we give an effiaent algorithm running in time O(mlogm+n), assuming a suitable data base of homotopy information. The exact complexity of our algorithm depends on how the homotopy is represented, and on how the size of a DRH problem is measured. A few defiitions will simplify the subsequent exposition. Given a DRH layout, we call a line segment a rest segment if (1) it has endpoints in the lattice and on module boundaries or the bounding box of the layout, and (2) its interior does not intersect the interior of any module.
We call a test segment s m a f e (safe) if it has more (no more) Given a safe DRH problem P, we say DRn problem P' is a sge simplp utension of P if P' is safe, and P and P' are almost ideatical.
They differ d y for one wiring pathp inP. L e t p have endpoints u and w . I n P ' , p is replaced by two paths joining a new point module v . We require that p be homotopic to the path pair amnecting U to v to w . In addition, the path from u to v is required to be neighbor cormected. SeeFigure3. We now further reduce the set of constraints that need to be checked. Lemma 3 If problem P is unsafe, then P has an unsafe test segment that is visible and unshadowed. Consequently, our algorithm need not check the safety of shadowed test segments.
Ddtnitbn
Henceforth, unless we specify otherwise, all test segments will be assumed to be consistent with Lemmas 2 and 3, that is, we refer only to test segments which cannot be eliminated outright by applying Lemmas 2 or 3. These two lemmas, together with simple algorithms for checking constraints between a pair of parallel sides, and a pair of perpendicular sides, can be put together to yield an algorithm running in time O(mlogm+n), where m is the number of modules and n is the number of terminals. We assume as basic certain queries which require information about the rough routing.
We first describe how to check test segments between horizontal sides (the vertical sides, of course, are handled analogously); then we outline how to check test segments between perpendicular sides.
Let p be the endpoint of a wire on the upper si& of a module.
We say the wire is leftward, upward, rightward at p , according to whether the wire leaves p in a leftward, upward, or rightward direction in the rough routing. To make this definition formal, we We make a similar defiition for the endpoint of a wire on the lower side of a module, and use attributes leftward, rightward, and downward. We assume the rough routhg identifies all wire endpoints as upward, downward, leftward, or rightward. It should be emphasized that these orientations are local; any pair of directions could be assigned to the terminals of some wire.
mere are three kinds of test segments that our algorithm is obliged to check the right, upward (leftward) kented m e C located at r . We Say h points in C are shahwed from p by module M. Also, a test segment fromp to a pdint in C is called shadowed.
(1) Segments between unshadowed parallel sides. We now examine the fist case.. The next section discusses an algorithm for the simple case of two modules lying on opposite sides of a channel. Although this problem has been studied previously [PI, our solution seems to be essential for more complicated problems. The algorithm is efficient and provides a coherent organization for the general problem.
The Parallel Side Subproblem
Our problem is illustrated in Figure 10 . A horizontal channel of uniform width d has terminals on top and bottom; wires can exit left and right. The question is: is the routing safe? In this section, we give a partial solution to this problem. For purposes of exposition, some of the operations are relativized in terms of "unexplained" queries. In Section 3.3, we discuss all the special homotopy queries needed for the complete algorithm. We also assume, for the moment, that the problem only consists of two modules.
?he idea of the solution is to use, on each side of the channel, the intervals delimited by consecutive terminals. We would like to assign a number to each such interval, so that the number of wires crossing a test segment would be the sum of the numbers assigned to the endpoints of the test segment. As Figure 10 illustrates, such a scheme is impossible. Figure 10 . Let no, nb, n,, nd be the numbers assigaed to the intervals containing a, b, c, d, respectively. By considering the four test segments ad, bc, m , bd we obtain no + nd = 0, nb + n, = 0, n, + n, = 1, nb + nd = 1, and these cannot all be satisfied simultaneously.
Instead, we use two numberings, so that in at least one of the numberings, the number of wires crossing a test segment equals the sum of the numbers assigned to its endpoints. We check the test segments by performing sweeps along the channel, one from right to left and one from left to right. Each of the two numberings is associated with one of the sweeps.
It should be emphasized that we will frequently refer to notions better defined in t e r n of homotopic constructs by less precise (though intuitively clear) wording. "The number of wires crossing a test segment," for example, is intended to be understood as the number of homotopic crossings of the segment.
We defie the numbering and outline the computations for the right to left sweep. The left to right sweep is completely analogous. The intervals on the modules will be numbered from right to left. We initialize a numbering variable to 0 and sweep left along the bottom module. When a tenninal is crossed, the variable value is incremented if the wire just encountered has a leftward or upward orientation; otherwise the value is decremented. The resulting value is assigned to the newly encountered interval. For the numbering on the top module, downward and rightward Wires cause a decrement, while a leftward wire causes an increment. Each terminal receives the larger of the two numbers assigned to its neighboring intervals. See Figure 11 for an example. Detlnitlon: In the right to left sweep an illegal test segment is a test segment which homotopically crosses a wire whose upper endpoint is downward, with the upper endpoint to the right of the test segment. (In Figure 12 , test segment T is illegal.) A test segment is legal if it is not illegal. We remark that a fonnal definition must precisely prescribe how the crossing OCCUTS. The following shows how such a specification might be made, and illustrates why we shall henceforth suppress such detail. Let C be a representative curve for the wiring path, and let c be its upper endpoint. Let T be a test segment with upper endpoint t , and let x be the point of intersection (crossing) implied by the above definition. Then the path from c to x along C plus the path from x to r along T must be homotopic to the straight line segment from c to f .
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Lemma 4: Every test segment in a cone of vision is legal in at least one of the two sweeps. Lemma 5: In the right to left sweep, the number of wires crossing a legal test segment is equal to the sum of the numbers associated with its endpoints plus some correction constant, c , umile the number of wires crossing an illegal test segment is greater than the sum of the numbers associated with its endpoints, plus the correction constant, c. Specifically, the difference between this sum and the number of wires crossing the test segment is twice the number of wires which cause the segment to be illegal.
We say that this sum of associated numbers and correction constant is the number of wires uppurenrly crossing the test segment.
The obvious questions are, what is c, and how do we compute it? These issues are postponed until Section 3.3, where we discuss the need for special homotopy queries. For the moment, we concentrate on local operations, and assume c is known.
To check a legal test segment "y, we have to check n,+n,,+c d+l, where n,, ny are the numbers associated with x and y, respectively, and d is the vertical separation between the two modules. We can also perform this check for the illegal test segments, for if a violation of safety is found, we know, by Lemma 5 , that the actual violation is worse. We think of the cone of vision at x as a sequence of numbers, namely, the numbers associated with the intervals intersecting the cone of vision. To check the test segments in a cone of vision at x , we merely have to check a test segment xy, where the number associated with y is maximal among all such numbers associated with test segments in the cone. Each module side will be numbered as before, but with one modification. Since the distance between the bottom and the top modules vary, it is convenient to start the numbering at an offset value, rather than 0. Given a (horizontal) module side, we let v be the vertical distance from the side to a reference line, say, the bottom of the bounding box for the routing problem. We start the numbering at -v for the bottom sides of our (upper) modules, at +v for the upper side of our (single) bottom module. Thus our test, instead of being nx + ny + c I d + 1, becomes n, + ny + c I 1, and is independent of the distance between modules.
The operations, as terminals are encountered, are essentially as in the two-module case; there are two sweeps, one right to left, and one left to right. However, the defintion of legality must be extended to take care of wires passing between modules. Also, a global sweep strategy is needed to coordinate the multiplicity of subproblems. Definition: Let V be an upward oriented cone of vision at some point x , and suppose that V has unshadowed test segments tl and tz terminating on the horizontal (lower) sides of modules A and E , respectively, where A # E . Suppose that every unshadowed test segment emanating from x and lying between tl and tz terminates on A or E . Then we say that with respect to the cone of vision, modules A and E are adjacent.
Thus adjacent modules appear to be consecutive in a cone of vision.
We remark that during a sweep along a module side, adjacent modules remain adjacent. Definition: Let s and t be the right and left endpoints of of two adjacent modules C and E (see Figure 13) , and suppose that s and t are in the cone of vision, V , at x . Let r be the (first) point of intersection with a line of slope 1 emanating leftward from s. A wire W is troublesome (with respect to V) if it crosses S t and then crosses the interior of the convex hull subtended by rs-sx. A test segment T in V is illegal if it crosses a troublesome wire W , so that its top endpoint is to the left of W. A test segment is also illegal if it is illegal according to our previous definition. A test segment is legal if it is not illegal. Lemma 6: Every unshadowed test segment in a cone of vision is legal during at least one of the two sweeps.
Prooi: (Sketch) It is easy to show that if a segment is in some cone of vision and is illegal for both sweeps, then the endpoints of the segment are shadowed from each other. 0
We now desaibe the processing of the cone of vision, assuming we h o w the correction c. Rather than maintain one list for the values in the cone of vision, we maintain a list for each module side on the upper side of the "channel". For each list we keep a different constant adjustment.
A am of vision is represented by a concatenable queue where each leaf node is a pointer to a complete list (corresponding to a module side). The queue is organized according to the maximum value in each list: the global maximum, of course, is stored at the root. The leaves of the queue represent consecutive lists belonging to the adjacent module sides. At any instant, as the sweep proceeds, at most two lists are currently being changed, namely, those intersecting the front and back of the cone of vision. Except when introducing a new list, each crossing of a terminal takes O(1) time to process. To insert a new list or remove an old one from the queue takes O(logm) time, where m is the number of modules. For simplicity, we add the front list to the queue once its sweep is completed, and remove the back list prior to its sweep. Thus the queue contains only static lists whose members will belong to the cutrent cone of vision. Consequently, the whole sweep takes time O(n + mlogm), plus m queries to the homotopy data base (to compute the correction constants -see Section 3.3). For convenience of exposition, the step of removing the back list prior to its sweep and inserting the front list upon completion is henceforth suppressed. It will not be mentioned again.
Each time a new list is added to the queue we have to compute a new correction constant for the corresponding module side. Because of their use in the global strategy, these constants are stored in a distributed manner. Specifically, v a l w are stored at each node in the concatenable queue (a tree). The constant for any list is the sum of the values on the path from the root to that list. Thus any constant can be found in O(logm) time, and all the values in the queue can be quickly adjusted by a uniform offset (just by changing the value at the root).
We return to the general problem. It remains to describe how to move from module side to module side, and how to maintain the Thus the active cones of vision are kept in an ordered list. Between such cones may be inactive cones, which would be active were there a suitable intersection with a module side. In other words, we keep a structure holding in order the module sides that can be seen from the sweep line, looking ba& in the direction perpendicular to the sweep line. The sbucture is logically a list of concatenable queues. Each queue holds either the lists currently participating in a cone of vision, or the lists in a formerly active cone, or a single list which has not yet participated in any cone of vision. Each list is the list of relevant values belonging to a module side. It is straightforward to addremove module sides as the sweep proceeds, and to alter the queues accordingly. 'Ihis processing takes O(m1ogrn) time, assuming we presort the O(m) module side endpoints, and have the necessary initialization information. The requisite operations when new module sides are encountered are described in (a)-(f) below.
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When the sweep reaches p the cone spanning qr ceases to be shadowed. So the queue used to represent the cone based at s is concatenated with the queue for the cone based at p . A correction constant for the number of wires crossing pr is found and distributed among the nodes during the concatenation operation.
When the sweep reaches p the cone spanning qr becomes shadowed from p ; so it is removed from the queue for the cone based at p , and is used to create a new queue at s (with a revised correction constant).
\
The cone at p advances to a new module side A (on top). When p is reached, a list the for the module side A is begun (along with the dadation of a correction constant).
When the sweep reaches p , the side for module A is removed from the queue representing the cone at p , and a new constant is found for the remaining portion of cone.
(e) There are two details to add to (a) and (b) above. In (a), as the sweep moves from U to p , the interval tq gradually ceases tn be shadnwed, frnm lef+ tn right. In (b), an. the sweep mava from p to U , the interval tr becomes shadowed, from right to left. For these cases the solution is made simpler by including some shadowed test segments in the cone of vision. Although there is no need to test such test segments, no harm is caused by the extra testing. In case (a), we simply check all the test segments with endpoints in tq. 'Ihe computation of a correction amstant cAc for the pair of modules A and C is described in Section 3.3. In (b), all test segments with endpoints in rf are checked for cones along pu. 
\ \ \
It may be the h e that some of the shadowed/unshadowed shadowing always has precedence; our enforces this precedence, by joining according to (a)-(e) above.
C e Z o u Z t :
to compute the correction constants for our numbering &em mere are Several observations that simplify this task. Fmt, the n bers, in a sense, need not always be exact, but they must be j e n t . mat is, we can temporarily miscount some troublesome es as downward when they are in fact leftward. However, 's error must be consistently made until it is A and E, where E is to that the side inters-, at y, the test segment T = xy, which has slope I. men the cx/rrection constant can be computed from the number of wires cros T, the "vertical" length lllTlll, and the detail.
Dednitton: Let A a@ be a pair of facing module sides containing numberings at x and y. p We now examine the correction counting in I segments share common endpoint.
Bi
Lemma 7 gives a consistency result, which allows cones of vision to be "moved" en masse. 
Figure 14
It turns out that we can characterize the kinds of cone operations as follows. After some notational preparations, we look at each case, in turn. Notation: Given two horizontal module sides A and E, d, is the vertical distance between them, and c, is their correction constant. Given a test segment ab, T,,,, is the number of homotopic wire crossings of the segment. ?he numberings associated with points U and b are n, and n,. Given two test segments ab and bc, Tobc is the number "of wires crossing both segments," that is, the answer to a type (b) query for the pair. Figure 15 .
We note that this case also applies to the cone of vision shown at p in Figure 16 . When the global sweep reaches p , a correction constant is found by treating q as the right corner of a new module, and computing the constant as above. Some wires implicitly counted as troublesome at this point, may subsequently become counted as leftward. W, for example, would be counted as troublesome for test segment T, whereas W would be counted as leftward, and not troublesome, for test segment U. In case (c), we show how the count begins to be corrected when r is reached in the sweep. (b) Let the point (vertex) receiving the cone be a on module side A . Since the cone is complete on the right, the test segment with slope 1 emanating from a intersects a bottom module side belonging to the cone. Let the point of intersection be c on side C. Since ac is a legal test segment, we have c,4c = T, -n, -n, -dAc. The cone is "moved" to achieve this value. (c) lhis case typically occurs when a module departs from the back of the queue. It also corresponds to instanm when a module side is partially shadowed at the back of the queue. Let the cone of vision be at r on side A . Let the line of slope 1 emanating rightward from r intersect a module side (or box boundary) at x . what distinguishes this case from (b) is that x belongs to a vertical side X. Let t be the upper endpoint of the flattest test segment (i.e the segment of minimal angular rotation) in the intended range of test segments based at r . (Less precisely, t is the rightmost point in the cone of vision at r -a statement which is true except when safety checks for shadowed test segments are to be included in the computations.) Let y be the next break point on X above x . Let s be the next break point on A to the left of r . We may suppose that sy has slope 1. We now outline how to make y a ''Virtual" member of the cone of vision. Then the rest of the cone of vision can be installed in the queue. When s is reached, further corrections will be needed. The type of correction operation will depend on what lies at the distant extension(s) of sy. See Figure 16 . Figure 16 When the sweep reaches r, as described in (e) of Section 3.2, the module sides visible in the span from t to q should be inserted into the queue, First, the virtual side y is inserted into an initially empty queue, and an appropxiate correction number is found. With one exception, the correction number cay satisfies the usual: c,~? + n, + nr + dAL equals the number of wires apparently crossing ry. The exception is that crossings from (effectively) leftward, troublesome wires are counted (with weight one) in this case.
We now describe how to compute the number of wires apparently crossing ry. Let T,, be the number of wires "exiting" yx. More precisely, Ty, is the nu&ber of terminals on yx which do not have wiring paths homotopic to segments contained in yx. We type ( i the usual manner) these Z')K wires as either downward or not downward; the former we treat as downward wires, the latter as leftward wires. Let D,, of the T,, wires be (locally) downward. T,, and Dyv can be computed by a sweep along the vertical side yx, taking time proportional to the number of terminals on yx, while T, and T, can be found by database queries. 'Ihere are ?his value, of course, can also be based on a scan of sr, rather than yx. We remark that the correction for the number of leftward, crossing wires comes at just the right time -before any such wire's left endpoint is encountered. (d) First, the back (i.e. right) cone is installed as a new cone of vision. The correction constant for the front (i.e. left) cone is then computed as if its rightmost module side were being installed in the front of the back cone. !ke s in Figure 16. 
Crassin@ between Perpendicular Sides
We next describe how to check the test segments between perpendicular sides. By Corollary 2 we need only check test segments with slope -~l . We use a similar process to the one described above, but somewhat simpler, since we do not have to maintain cones of vision. We use two sweeps here, also. And again, we use numberings. We show the numbering for comparing a vertical side with a horizontal side, which is below it and to its right.
The numbering is begun at 0. On the vertical side we p r d top down, on the horizontal side right to left. We defiie downwardupwardoutward wires for the vertical side by analogy with the definitions for rightwardheftwarddownwardupard wires for horizontal sides. Each time a downward or rightward wire is crossed we add one; each time any other wire is crossed we subtract one. (See Figure 17 for an example).
-I K
It is now easy to requisite test segments omit the details.
Conelusions
We have shown operations. 'Ihe solution uses n + mlogm homotopy queries that Figure 17 wires cross K.
